And the kitchen sink. The Abba Camper unit has enough space to fit pretty much everything that you might need when going on a camping expedition.

Nope, piggyback
on your bakkie
Every man has his castle… or his Abba Camper? Gerrie van Eeden spent a
few nights in the Waterberg Bushveld in a built-in camper unit on the back
of a double-cab bakkie. This is what he thought of the experience.

A

n Abba Camper is
more than just a bed
on the back of your
bakkie. This camper
aims to give you the comfort
of a caravan or bush-trailer but
without the effort of towing a
monolith behind you.
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In the fibreglass shell that’s
fastened onto the back of
your bakkie, there are enough
luxuries to make your bundu
camping less of a schlepp –
from an extra-large double bed
to the kitchen sink (and even a
porta-potty).

Who makes them?
The owners of Abba Campers,
Jos and Elsabé Joubert have
been camping all their lives: first
with tents, later with a roof-top
tent and a bush-caravan. As
their kids left home, it was time
to down-size again.

After a disastrous bush hol
iday in Tanzania where their
off-road trailer provided more
pain than pleasure, Jos started
looking for another solution.
He mounted a camper unit
onto his Land Cruiser single-cab
bakkie. But he wasn’t impressed
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at all, he felt the balance was
lacking and the packing space
was cramped. And with the bed
across the width, it was a struggle getting in and out.
Before long Jos designed his
own unit and started to build it.
Thus Abba Campers came into
being in 2010.
What does it look like?
In traffic, a bakkie with an Abba
Camper could easily look like a
delivery bakkie, but a rather futuristic one. The only thing that
reveals its real purpose is the
gas bottle, spade, camp lights
and fire extinguisher mounted
on the outside.
The roof consists of two
shells or panels and when it’s
raised, it forms a Z from the side.
The front of the unit, where the
double bed is located, protrudes
over the roof of the cab.
First you lift a panel that covers the entire roof from the rear
(a hinge connects it to the front).
Three quarters of this panel is
made up of a smaller panel inside
the bigger one, and this raises
even higher (from the front).
Six gas shocks keep these
panels in place so that it doesn’t
close on you while you’re dreaming of millions of wildebeest on
the plains.
It’s easy to pitch: Jos showed
me once and after that I could
do it with my eyes shut.
The side sections of the roof
tent are made from Ripstopcanvas and the gauze windows
provide enough light and air.
Four canvas awnings are pitched
on spring steel rods and prevent
it from raining into the camper.
You climb into the walk-in
unit via an aluminium ladder that
swings down from a hinge under
the door. The rear door is large
enough so that I can get in without manoeuvring myself into a
yoga position. Inside I can stand
upright easily, but Andries Bekker may struggle a bit. (Gerrie
plays flank for Durbanville’s fifth
team and Andries plays lock for
the Boks… – Ed.)
On the inside are shelves and
cupboards with packing space
for food and clothing, a shelf
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for the fridge that’s not accessible from outside, a basin with
running water and the bed. The
space is enough for two people’s clothes for a week or two
in the bush, enough food and
then something for that everpresent thirst, of course.
But you’d have to leave the
10 kg bag of rice and large box
of Corn Flakes at home.
The queen-sized bed lies
lengthwise from the front of the
unit that protrudes over the bakkie’s cab so you need a plastic
step to get up onto the bed.
The interior is carpeted. Next
to the rack for the fridge is an
electric panel with a main switch
for all the electricity, sockets and
a battery monitor for the dual
battery system.
The porta-potty slides on
a slider under the basin into a
cupboard behind a door that
locks with sturdy locks, like all
the other cupboard doors. It
doesn’t need to be lifted out
when nature calls.
The outside is painted with a gel
paint that gives it a neat, complete finish. It makes the unit appear smooth and shiny – which
helps with wind resistance – and
it’s applied in a thick enough
layer to strengthen the fibreglass
construction. It is resilient against
scratches, but if a scratch does
make its way through, it can be
easily repaired.
The basic shell and structure
are made entirely from fibre
glass. The only exception is the
aluminium supports around the
roof – this is the frame of the roof
that lifts up. The cupboard doors
and worktops are made from
Supawood – a type of compressed, synthetic wood, which
is strong and durable.
On the sides of the unit
there are, depending on the
model, two or three doors per
side. The one we tested had
two doors per side. Behind the
doors you’ll find packing space,
shelves and drawers.
Behind the front door on the
right is the shower with a water heater, water pump, shower
head, tap and aluminium step.
The shower head is fitted to the

Don’t blame it on the rain. Apart from providing some shade over the windows,
the awnings keep the rain out as well.

‘If you can’t fit everything
you think two people will need
for ten days in here, you should
consider a hotel.’

Packed away. Even though the space is limited, it is well utilised and if you keep
everything in its specific place, it won’t become cluttered.
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inside of the door and can move
up or down. There is also a tent
that is fitted above the doors
that unrolls onto the ground so
that you can shower in peace
without the monkeys peeking
at you.
In the left-hand cupboard
at the front there is a rack with
plastic drawers that are used for
pots, pans and vegetables. Beneath the bottom shelf is a false
bottom through which you fasten
the unit to the bakkie, and you
can also store extra batteries,
gas bottles and the like in here.
The rear doors on each side
are large hatches that swing
down, hanging on chains to
serve as worktop.
Left is a kitchen with a two-plate
gas stove, plates, cups, glasses
and cutlery.
On the right there are shelves
for tools, recovery equipment
and other small things that don’t
have a space somewhere else
(like that jaffle pan).
The loose aluminium table is
the same size as these hatches
and slides in underneath them
as they are opened.
Two taps are mounted on
the back left for washing dishes.
The basin on the outside is a
loose basin that you put on the
table. The taps have long plastic
pipes on them that prevent spillage as you fill up the basin.
On each rear corner are
brake lights, indicators and reverse lights that are connected
to the bakkie’s lights (like a trailer’s). This is necessary for those
instances where the unit may
cover the bakkie’s lights. A gas
bottle for the two-plate stove is
also mounted on the rear.
How does it fit?
Jos designed standard units
with two different lengths and
two different widths. He reckons
that with a combination of the
available lengths and widths you
can make a unit that will fit onto
any bakkie.
The longer units are 3 950 mm
long and have three doors per
side and, depending on your
bakkie’s load bin, will probably hang over the rear of the
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bakkie. It fits perfectly on a single cab Land Cruiser but should
fit on any other one-ton singlecab bakkie.
The shorter units of 3 420 mm
are made for double-cab or
super-cab bakkies.
It’s 2 000 mm wide for normal
1-ton bakkies, single-cab, doublecab or super-cab bakkies.
The units that are 2 200 mm
wide are specifically designed
for Land Cruiser and Nissan
Patrol bakkies that are wider
than other bakkies.
It’s very important that the
unit is well balanced and not too
much weight is loaded at the
top – this will change the centre of gravity of the bakkie. If it
is behind the rear axle, it would
cause the bakkie to hang over
the back, which could damage
the load bin and chassis.
Abba Campers accomplishes this centre of gravity trick
quite well with the water tank
that is below the foot of the bed,
in front of the rear axle. Other
heavy things such as the fridge
have also been kept as low as
possible and all cupboards are
on the floor.
How do you remove it?
“After your holiday the unit can
be removed with ease and
you can store it until your next
tour,” says Jos. “This separates
it from the other units that are
available. You can use your
bakkie again for work, everyday
driving or helping your neighbour to move.”
On each corner there is a
bracket for a jack. The jacks
stand on the ground. You park
your bakkie where you want to
remove the unit and as soon as
you have released the hooks
that you reach through the false
bottoms, you lift it up with the
jacks and simply drive your bakkie out from under it.
What do we like?
Space for everything. If you
tackle the bundus with this unit,
you’ll be able to, without too
much hassle and effort, pack
everything you need. If you
can’t fit everything you think

Privacy. The shower cubicle is fixed
to the unit just above the cupboard
containing the shower. The cubicle is
made from waterproof canvas.

Draw the line. The drawers in one
the cupboard next to the kitchen
works perfectly for groceries, pots,
pans and vegetables.

Workbench. The hatch swings down to form a steel workbench and Jos stores his
tools, recovery equipment and overflow from the kitchen here.

Masterchef. The foam used by Jos to pack in the melamine cutlery is cut to size
to prevent your plates, glasses and other utensils from shaking about.
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Clean face. A basin inside the camper is ideal for brushing your teeth without
having to go out. Dishes can be washed in a loose basin outside.

Pull down. To close the tent, the roof needs to be pulled down and care needs to
be taken not to pinch the canvas between the panels.

two people will need for ten
days in here, you should consider a hotel.
Everything has its place. It’s
not cluttered, even though so
much is packed in. The available
space is well organised. There is
a specific place for everything,
like the aluminium tables that
slide under the hatches, the
storage for the pots and pans
and even the shower cubicle
that is permanently fixed to the
side of the unit. This makes using it a pleasure.
You want what where? You
can adapt it to your needs. For
example you can let the doors
open differently or make them
smaller, fit a larger water tank or
even fit more cupboards inside.
Upstanding. To raise it isn’t an
intensive process. All you need
to do is to make sure the bakkie is level, release the clasps
and raise the roof. Unpack
your camping chair and start
your holiday.
Drive like normal. The bakkie
doesn’t handle noticeably different from a bakkie without a unit.
You may be subconsciously a
little more careful to corner on
two wheels, but I didn’t feel as if
there was nearly an entire bushtrailer loaded on the back. Jos
upgraded the suspension of his
bakkie to heavy duty suspension
– for extra peace of mind and a
more comfortable ride.
The empty units weigh only
between 400 and 690 kg. So

unless you pack all your winter
and summer clothing and the
entire kitchen cupboard, your
bakkie shouldn’t be overloaded.
Like a train on tracks. The
balance of the unit is good and
I never felt that it could tip over
on an angle or fall over backwards on an uphill. We drove
the gravel roads and 4x4 trail
at Mabalingwe and the bakkie
with the unit sticking over the
back, could go everywhere.
The departure angle isn’t
influenced badly because the
overhang is not that long.
What don’t we like?
No family. The Abba Camper
was designed for only two people. If you have kids, especially
younger kids that can’t sleep in
a tent on their own, it would be
a hassle.
Good weather friend. If the
weather is really bad your options are limited to lying on the
bed, because there is no seating
inside. After a few days of constant rain, you’ll wish that you
booked into a chalet.
A bit stuck. The fact that it
cannot be taken off your vehicle once your camp is pitched,
prevents an early morning game
drive or any other movement
with your vehicle.
Contact: Abba Campers
082 893 1851;
jos@safaricampers.co.za;
www.safaricampers.co.za.

It’s a question of money and taste

Still safe. The departure angle on this Hilux wasn’t changed by the unit, even
though you’d think the overhang would make a difference.
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With the Abba Camper you can
camp compactly and in comfort
without having to tow something or feeling as if the world
is resting on your shoulders (or
your bakkie). It’s easy to pitch
and comfortable to use. But the
dark cloud of this silver lining is
the price.
The basic shell with only a
mattress, the doors and water
tank already costs R115 000.
If you add the extras like the
table, water heater, basin and
taps, shower, porta-potty and

camping lights, it can easily add
up to R180 000.
Is it worth the extra bob?
By comparison, the Conqueror
Conquest trailer base unit costs
slightly less than R100 000, and
with similar extras it costs close
to R160 000. There are other,
cheaper trailers available and
also other, cheaper camper units.
But then again, towing costs
more in fuel. And a trailer is a
bigger risk where the African
tracks become really rough.
Decide for yourself.
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